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SCULPTING MASSAGE - a New Wave Of Massage 
Our Sculpting Massage technology is 100% effective and natural. This is a new way of 
massaging that is taking the body sculpting and massage industries to a new level.  

Our patented technology allows therapists to work in a new way that has never been 
utilised before, giving another beneficial option for clients. 

This unique approach provides a quality and powerful treatment that works on the micro-
lymphatic system, by releasing stagnation from the extra cellular matrix, helping the body 
rejuvenate with every massage. 

 

Our specialty 

We provide one of the most innovative pieces of equipment,  Sculpting Massage - to 
revolutionize the way massage, body sculpting and rejuvenating well being  treatments are 
performed.   
 
 
Our focus is on the sales and training of Sculpting Massage equipment and its many benefits 
for the extra cellular matrix - the superficial lymph - which surrounds every cell in the 
body.  The ECM is an "eco-system" that needs to remain an open flowing network. 
 
 
Our modern lifestyle can lead to a slowing down of fluid in the ECM, which can lead to 
stagnation, inflammation, fluid retention, and fatty build up.   
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UNBLOCK THE  
EXTRACELLULAR MATRIX 
 
Sculpting Massage is a scientifically proven industry leading treatment that can help to 
mobilize the extra cellular matrix, helping to bring long lasting sculpting and well being 
benefits for the body and face!  That's right, it sculpts the face as well... naturally! 
 
Who benefits? 

Sculpting massage caters to all clients' specific massage needs.  It benefits those looking for 
sculpting and toning with their massage, but additionally treats an exciting choice of six 
specific massages: 
 
TONED TIGHT TERRIFIC - intensified sculpting 
BYRON BLISS - natural luxury pampering 
HARD YAKKA - occupational well being 
ATHLETIC SPIRIT - sports recovery 
RED OCHRE - soul journey 
KAKADU KLEANSE - invigorating detox 
 

 

  
 

 

       


